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II..TER A NOTE ON'lHE VARIOUS VERSIONS OF THE BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES 

:onductor of humanity," they ca lled him in hi s Ameri can 
The music of Bruckner is sui 9eneris. Its links with .the musi c of Beethoven and:h1esinger in Berlin, in 1B76, and first thought to 
Schubert are tenuous and "it spawned no followers . It certainly has virtuall y19 his debut as soloist with the Berlin Philharmonic in 
nothing in common with the works of Brahms. Mahler and Wagner. which in the12. Soon, under the impact of a concert conducted by 
of the latter led to a good deal of the trouble with Bruckner editions tha t nowjuctor . He made his debut at 18 in Cologne, in Lortzing's 

It to Hamburg, where he met Mahler, who became a model, exists . 

posts in Bres1au (where he dropped his last name), Press It was Bruckner's ill fortune to have a number of fervent supporters: Franz and 
te Opera where at 24 he shared the repertory with Strauss Josef Schalk. Ferdinand Loe....e. Hermann Levi and others , for they are largely 
;trian citizen; he worked at the Vienna Singakademie from responsible for the plethora of different versions of Bruckner's works . Under 
ttl as Genera 1 1·lus i c Di rector of the Bavari an State Opera their influence Bruckner developed a preoc cupation with revision from the Second 
tith great singers like Maria IvogOn, Delia Reinhardt Symphony onwards which became almos t obsessive after the composition of the Eighth. 
ina1 California years and under whose influence he became His supPorters, acting with a genuine desire t o be helpful. wanted to make the 
j Karl Erb. In 1917 Walter gave the world premiere there works more accessible t o the public - more like Wagner . less like the product of 
he moved to Ber1 in, where for the next nine years he a "simple, uwer-Austrian peasant" as Bruckner t o all appearances was . Not content 

lnnua1 series of six programs, whose highlights inc1"ded with merely giving advice. they even went to the extent of producing their own 
I-Mozart evenings (then a novelty), or mixed programs "revised versions " . true bastardizations that were at least tolerated . if not 
1 the occasion of the Schubert centenary in which the condoned. by Bruckner . 
!s of Lieder sung by Duso1ina Giannini, whom he accompanied 

What is remarkable is not s o muc h the ignorance and arrogance of these people' ."'jor Sym~hOny closing thp evening. ~rom 1925 to 1929 
as it seems to us now. but the extent of Bruckner ' s lack of self-confidenc e . of the Udtisch. Dper in Berlin. during a musical 
which allowed him to be so influenced. (I t should be remembered . however . that

! opera houses flourished side by side. Berliners heardftt.. 
Bruckner gave his original scores to the State Library .. for later times" ) . .. lative1y recent operas as Puccini's Turandot and De-
Bruckner wrote nine symphonies. excluding the student work now called "No. 0 ";

I, even such masterpieces as ~rgalthe-;--merauberf10ete, 
they exist now in no fewer than thirty-four different versions . " :e11o: From 1929 to early 19 a ter served as "r,ewand

orenestra he valued above all others, and one with which It is too easy. however . to dismiss the advice given t o Bruckner as useles s 
, the early twenties on he also guest-conducted widely meddling . Bruckner's revisions ....ere often genuine improvements . and thi s is 
New York debut in 1923. From 1933 to 1938 he was co certainly true of t.he Eighth Symphony . It ....as written in 1884-87 in the after
After the annexation of Austria he guest-conducted in glow of the success of the Seventh Symphony. Full of optimism. Bruckner sent the 

:1tizenship when he lost his Austrian passport), Holland, score to the lI\an he termed his "artistic father" . the conductor Hermann Levi, 
hoping that it 'fK)uld "find grace" . Levi, however much he admired the seventh. 

1940, he was well known to New York audiences, having was unable to fathom the work and gave to Josef Schalk the unpleasant task of 
'TllOni c but a 1 so in severa 1 NBC Symphony concerts (i none breaking the news to Bruckner. Bruckner was so distraught that he underwent a 
heard Bruckner Fourth). In January 1941 he began to sort of mental breakdown : nevertheless. he began to revise the work under the 
IOnic, offering 'ffieBi'uckner Eighth as the main fare for guic1a.nce of Franz Schalk and this was completed three years later. The al ter
, be an indigestible dish for many: Dr. Stresemann, ations are substantial ; the most important included altering the tonal shape of 
11s' that there was a mass exodus after the Adagio ••. the Adagio, a recomposition of the Trio. the addition of wood....ind instruments . 
mused to a symphony whose fi rst three movements took and the excision of a total of 164 bars (the 1887 version takes over ninety
'petite for the music of Bruckner (and Mahler) was re- minutes to play , the Adagio alone over thirty) including the deletion of the 
the outspoken contempt with which Olin Downes, long-time entire fff ending to the First Movement . ·· 
,orks of these late romantic symphonists . No wonder 
,d the performance) . Undaunted, Walter soon progral11T1!!d This. however, was not the end of the story . This 1890 version was further 

doctored by Schalk, and used in this form for its first performance, though it,nned by Downes) . In 1941 Walter began a 15-year 
can at least be said that the alterations were relatively m.inor and a far cry'g first a Fide1io with F1agstad (preserved on a Met 
fran the sort of damage done to the Fourth. Fi fth and Ninth which were totallyIOrab1e DonT!OViii'ni with Pinza, a Bartered Bride with 

,), the MagIC flute (several times between 1942 and 1956, "Waqnerized". This version was published as the First Edition of 1892 . and 
reprinted by various publishers during the subsequent few decades ., Forza, and Re9u,em . To the astonishment of the Met 

,rest not only ,n preparing the music, but also in the It was not until 1939 that any attempt ....as made to restore Bruckner's intentions, 
:umes. Unfortunately he never presented a Wagner opera as far as they could be determined. Robert Haas. in his Bruckner Society 
. was my god and I wanted to be hi s prophet," he had once edition, depa.rted from his usual editorial policy of religious adherence to 
,n were interrupted by illness and Walter's legendary Bruckner' 5 originals and published a composi te of the 1887 and 1890 versions. 
to New York audiences only through concert fragments He attempted to include the genuine improvements of the later score with the 
:ation of the Immolation scene with F1agstad . original thoughts that Haas surmised Bruckner would have retained from the
ling with the musicians of the Philharmonic, according to 1887 score had he been left to his own revisions.
talents of the section leaders and valued the concert

,e liked the strings (even if he often asked them to This policy was vigorously attacked by Leopold Nowak. the current editor for 
,ssivo") and the woodwinds and brass . For all standard the Bruckner Society, as being unacceptable in a critical edition. but there 
:h bowings marked that often conflicted with the are many conductors and musicologists who consider the Haas edition to be 
lich he insisted on. Without mercy (but in gentle tones), the musically soundest option. Nowak himself published the 1890 version (in 
otted to rehearsals, he would correct rhythmic im 1955) and the 1887 original as late as 1972 . 
singing, coaxing, persuading. When he found the playing Thus in 1941 at the time of this recording. only two of the four editions

Fire!"; unlike the abusive Toscanini, he would chastize were published. Bruno Walter always used original editions where possible,
Gentlemen, I am not happy!" would be an expreSSion of but as wartime conditions 'fK)uld have prevented access to Haas' new score 

the version presented on this disc is Schalk's of 1892 .
loven and Brahms cycles during his years with the Phil
,s a 'lah1er and Bruckner interpreter . Though he never <£) Tanya Buchdah1 1982 

and E}ghth, all of which he had played in Europe, he 
nces 0 the First, Second, Fourth, Fifth and Ninth , .. An excellent explanat.ion of the Bruckner editions is given in Deryck Cooke's 
when there wa51TttleTiiterest ,n Malilei" s mum:-And articles "The Bruckner Problem Simplified" in Musical Times; January, 
re even more neglected in America, he progral11T1!!d the February, April, May, August 1969 . 
, Ninth. A full comparison, including a summary in table form. of the 1887 and 1890 
t engagements at Edinburgh, Salzburg, Paris, Munich, versions can be found in "Die Fassungen der Achten Symphonie von Anton 
ith his beloved Vienna Philharmonic, consisting of Bruckner" by Constantin Floros in BrucJcner Symposion : Die Fassungen, ed . 
s and the Fourth (with Schwarzkopf as soloist) was given Franz Grasberger, Ant.on Bruckner Institut Linz 1981. 
rdings for"'tBnhrough 1961 and died at hi s home in Los 

Wolfgang Stresemanl): "Bruno Walter." in Klaus Gei te 1 et a1., Grosse deutsche 
Dirigenten, Berlin, 1981. We are indebted to Dr Stresemann for a considerable 
amount of in&ormation about Ualter's American years . 
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